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Abstract : We present a new and systematic method
of approximating exact nonlinear filters with finite di-
mensional filters, using the differential geometric ap-
proach to statistics. We define rigorously the projection
filter in the c~e of exponential families. We propose
a convenient exponential family, which allows to sim-
plify the projection filter equation, and to define an a
posterior measure of the performance of the projection
filter.

1 INTRODUCTION

The filteringproblem consistsin estimatingthe stateof
astochasticdifferentialsystemfrom noisyobservations.
In the linearGaussiancme the problem was solved by
Kalman, who introduced the well known Kalman fil-
ter, a finite dimensionalsystem of equations for the
firsttwo conditionalmomentsof the stategiventhe ob-
servations. In the generalnonlinearcase, the filtering
problem consists in computing the conditional density
of the state given the observations.This densityis the
solutionof a stochasticpartialdifferentialequation,the
Kushner–Stratonovichequation. The generalnonlinear
problem is far more complicatedbecause the resulting
nonlinearfilter is not finite dimensionalin general.

In [4]Hanzonintroducedthe projection filter (PF),
which is a finite dimensionalnonlinearfilter based on
the differentialgeometric approach to statistics. The
projectionfilteris obtainedby projecting the Kushner-
Stratonovichequationonto the tangentspace of a finite
dimensionalmanifold of probability densities,accord-
ing to the Fisher informationmetric and its extension
to the infinitedimensionalspaceof squareroots of den-
sities,the Hellingerdistance.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an intr~
duction to the projection filter. We provide a rigorous
definitionof the PF in the cme of a manifold of exp~
nentialprobability densities.It should be noticed that
theresultingfinitedimensional equationscan be easily
implemented,and do not requireany complicated dif-
ferentialgeometric operations. We also present some
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formulae concerning auxiliary quantities, such as the
projection residual, the purpose of which is to provide
a local measure of the quality of the filter behaviour,
and we work out the case of discret+time observations.
The filters are derivedby usingthegeometricapproach,
but in principlethe readercan rederivethem by using
the resumed density idea without using any Rieman-
nian geometry, see Brigo, Hanzon and LeGland [2].
In [2], we also develop explicit formulae for the par-
ticular example of the cubic sensor, and we present
some numericalsimulations,and comparisonsbetween
the projection filter and optimal filterobtainedby the
numericalsolutionof the nonlinearfilteringequation.

2 STATISTICAL MANIFOLDS

Let M(J) be theset of allnon–negativeandfinitemea-
sures on R*, which are absolutely continuousw.r.t.
the Lebesgue memure ~, and whose density is posi-
tive ~–a.e. On the set of squareroots of all the den-
sities of measuresin M(A), we define the following
metric, called the Hellingermetric : d(fi, ~) :=

Ilfi - @n, whereII~IIdenotesthenormin ~z(J).
Let S denote the following family of probability

densities:
s= {P(.)~) : e = ~},

where @ ~ Rm is open, and the correspondingset of
squareroots of densities

We assumethat, for all OE @

are linearlyindependentvectors, henceS~12is a finite–
dimensionalsubmanifoldof L2 J), and a basisfor the
tangentvector space at + p(-, 6) to Sli2 is given by :

The innerproduct of any two basiselementsis defined,
accordingto the L2 innerproduct



This is, up to the numeric factor ~, the Fisher infor-
mation metric, and the matrix g(d) = (gij(0)) is called
the Fisherinformationmatrix, see [1].

We concludethissection with a lemmaon exponen-
tial families,which will be used throughout the paper,
see [1].

Definition 2.1 Let {cl, . . . . cm} he linearly indepen-
dent scalarfunctions definedon R“, and assume that
the convez set @o

{e e Rm : +(e) = log
J

exp[e~c(z)] dA(z) < ~} ,

has non+mpty interior. Then

s= {P(,e),e~e}, p(~,e):=eXP[e~C(2)– y(e)],

where @ z @o is open, is calledan exponentialfamily
of probabilitydensities.

Lemma 2.2 Thefunction $ is infinitelydifferentiable
in Q, and

EP(.,@l{ci}= oi~(e) =: vi(e) ,

E~(,@){cicj} = d:~(e) + ~iv(e) 8j0(e) .

In addition,the Fisher information matrix satisfies

9ij(e) = diti(e) = ~i~j(e) .

3 THE NONLINEAR FLLTERING
PROBLEM

On the probability space (Q, $, P) with the filtration
{3, , t > O} we considerthe followingstate and obser-
vation equations

dXt = ft(xt) dt + ut(Xt) dWt ,
(1)

dYt = ht(Xt)dt+dw .

These equations are It6 stoch~tic differential equa-
tions. In (l), the unobserved state process {X$ , t ~ O}
and the observation process {Yt , t ~ O} are taking
valuesin R* and Rd respectively,the noise processes
{W, , t z O} and {V , t 2 O} are two Brownian mo-
tions, taking values in RP and Rd respectively, with
covariancematrices Qt and ~ respectively. We as-
sume that Rt is invertiblefor all t > 0, which implies
that, without loss of generality,we can wsume that
Rt = I for all t >0. Finally,the initial state X. and
the noise processes {W~, t ~ O} and { V~, t ~ O} are
mutually independent.

We ~sume that the initial state X. h= a density
p. w.r.t. the Lebesgueme~ure J on R“, and hm finite
momentsof any order, and we make the following ~-
sumptionson the coefficientstt, at := U*Qt n?, and ht
of the system (1)

‘ ‘ Local Lipschitz continuity : for all R >0, there[A)

(B)

(c)

existsKR > 0 such that

I?f(z) - ~t(x’)[ < ~~R IX - Z’1 ,

Ila,(z) - at(z’)ll < KR Iz - z’I ,

for all t >0, and for all z, z’ G ~R, the ball of
radiusR.

Non–explosion: there exists K >0 such that

cT~t(x) < K(l + [X12) ,

trace at(z) < K (1+ ]zlz),

for all t ~ O,and for all z E R~.

Polynomialgrowth : thereexist K >0 and r >0

such that

for all t ~ O,

lh*(c)l < K (1+ IcI’),

and for all z c Rm.

Underassumptions(A) and (B), there exists a unique
solution {Xt , t ~ O} to the state equation, see Khas-
minskii [6], and Xt h= finite moments of any order.
For all t ~ O,the msociated backward diffusion opera-
tor Lt is defined by

Under the additional assumption(C) the followingfi-
nite energy condition holds

J

T
E lht(Xt)12dt < m , for all T ~ O.

0

The nonlinear filtering problem consists in finding
the conditional probability distribution xt of the state
Xt given the observations up to time t, i.e. ~t(dx) :=
P[Xt 6 dx [ Y~], where Yt := a(Y, , 0 s s s t) —
see [3] for an introduction. We assume that for all
t ~ O, the probability distributionnt h= a densitypt
w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on Rn. Then {p* , t ~ 0}
satisfies

dpt = L;ptdt – ~pt [[h~12– EP,{[ht12}]dt

d

+ ~ Pt [h$ – EP,{h$}] 0 dYtk
k=l

in a suitable functional space, where EPt{.} denotes
the expectation w.r.t. the probability density pt, i.e.
the conditionalexpectation given the observationsUp
to timet,and wherefor all t >0, the forwarddiffusion
operatorL; is definedby
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for any test function @ definedon Rn. We shall fre-
quentlyworkwith squareroots of densities,ratherthan
densities themselves. Then, we compute by formal
rules, usingthe Stratonovichform :

1
d~=modpt = P*(W) dt – Q~(~) dt

d
(2)

+ ~ Q$(m) o dyt~ ,
k=l

wherethe nonlineartime dependentoperators Pt, Q:
and Q? for k = 1, .. Id are definedby

P,(W) := = ,
2fi

Q:(W) := * ~[l~t12- Ep{l~t12},
(3)

Q;(W) := + fi[~$ – ~P{~;} ,

respectively.

4 THE EXPONENTIAL PROJECTION
FILTER

In this section we present the rigorous definition of
an exponentialprojection filter. We will show that if
we choose S~12as the set of square roots of probabil-
ity densitiesof a finite dimensionalexponentialfamily,
then under an additional~sumption, see Theorem 4.1
below, the operatorsPt and Q: for k = O,1,. ... d, in-
troduced in (3) map elementsof Sliz into L2(J). This
is important because in generalthe operator Pt is un-
bounded, i.e. does not map L2(A) into L2(A), and the
projection of the coefficientsin the right hand side of
the Kushner–Stratonovichequationis not possible. Let
us consider the followingexponentialfamily of proba-
bility densities

s:= {p(., o), dce},

For all 8 E @, and

p(z, 0) := exp[OTc(z) – @(O)] ,

all t ~ O,we define

(4)

a2(8Tc) aa~ a(eTc)+ ~y a2u~
+2——

a~ia~j axj azi —1+ ax~axj

We assumethat for all 8 G ~, and all t ~ O

Ep(,,e){la~,e12}< CO and EP(.,e){lht14}< @ ,

which implies that Pt(~~) and Q: (<~) for
k=o, l,... , d are vectors of L2(~) for all d c ~, and
all t ~ O.

Let us consider the equation (2) for {~, t > to},

starting at time to from the initial condition @ =

~~j C Sli2 for some 00E ~, i.e.

d~ = Pt(~ dt – Q:(~ dt

k=]

Under our assumptions,PtO(@) and Q~O(~) for
k = 0,1,... , d are vectors of L2(A), which we can
project onto the finitedimensionaltangentvectorspace

‘m
Sli2, For this purpose,we definefor all O6 @

the orthogonalprojection He

L2(J) - LmS112

The exponential projection filter for the exponential
family S is defined as the solution of the following
stoch~tic differentialequationon the manifoldS~12:

d~~ = Ue, o pt(~p~) dt

We can now state the followingtheorem:

Theorem 4.1 Assume that, in addition to (A),
and(C), the coefficients ft, at andht of the system
and the coefficients c of the exponentialfamily S are
such that :

(5)

(B)
(l),

Ep(,,e){l~*,e12}<~ and Ep(.,e){l~t14}< m ,

holdsfor all9 G ~, and allt ~ O, where the expression
of ~t,e is given in (4).

Then, for all O c ~, and ail t z O, He o Pt and
Eeo Q~fork=O, l,.,. , d are vector fields on the ex-
ponential manifold S1/2.

The projection filter density p: = p(., Ot) is de-
scribedby equation(5), andthe projectionfilter param-
eters satisfy the following stochastic differentialequa-
tion :

9(6t) o det = EP(.,e,){~t C}dt

– Ep(.,e,){+lhtt2[c–n(dt)]} dt
(6)

+ ~Ep(.,e,){ht [c– ~(~t)]}o d~k ,
k=l

where the expectation parameters q1(8), . . . . qm(e) are

defined in Lemma 2.2.

Under the assumptions on the coefficients, thisequa-
tion has a unique solution, up to the as. positive time

r := inf{t >0 : Ot@ Q}.

The proof of the theoremcan be found in [2].
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5 THE PROJECTION RESIDUAL AND A
CONVENIENT EXPONENTIAL FAMILY

In this section, we are interestedin definingquantities
which will provide a local messureof the qualityof the
projection filter approximation. Compare equation(2)
for the (squareroot of the) true densitypt, i.e.

(7)

and equation(5) for the (squareroot of the) projection
filter densityp; = p(., O*), i.e.

(8)

k=l

Two steps are involved in using the projection filter
densityp: as an approximationof the true densityp$ :
We makea firstapproximationby evaluatingthe right-
handsideof equation(7) at thecurrentprojection filter
densityp: and not at the true densitypt. Even with
this approximation, the resulting coefficients Pt ( ~)
and Q~(@) for k = O,1,. ... d would make the se
lution leavethe manifold S1/2, and we make a second
approximationby projecting these coefficientson the

linear‘pace ‘*
S112via the projection mapping ~~,.

In order to express the error occurring in the second
approximationstep at time t, we definethe prediction
residualoperator ~; and the correction residualoper-
ators R: for k = O,1, . . .,d as follows :

n: := P* – He, o Pt

These operators, when applied to the square root of
density ~ = ~~ E S112 yield vectors of L2(A).
We call such vectors projection residuals : they give
a local measure of the quality of the approximation
involved in the projection filter. We can compute the
norm of such vectors according to the norm II. IIin
L2(A), and we define the prediction residualnorm r;
and correction residualnorms r$ for k = O,1, . . . . d as
follows :

r; := ll~:(m)ll

However, we are still missing a single measure of the
local error resulting from the projection. We define
below a single residual operator, only in the case where
R: = Ofor all t ~ O,and all k = 1, . . ..d. In this case,
we definethe total residualoperator R: ~ :

and the correspondingtotal residualnorm r; ss :

Notice that if in addition R: = O, then r: reducesto
r;. In the next section we will introduce manifolds
S112for which such a definitionis applicable. Now we
t;y to givesome intuitionfor the abovedefinition.Sup-
pose wereplacein equations(7) and(8) theobservation
{Y, t ~ O} with somesmooth process {u,, t z O}, e.g.
a regularizedapproximation,i.e. we considerthe equa-
tions

;& = Pt(fi) – Q$(@)

d (9)

+~Q!(mti; ,
k=l

and

$fi = ~~, opt(m) - Do, o Q?(m)

k=l

In this case, we can define a single residualoperator
expressingthe differencebetween the rate of change
in the smooth Kushner–Stratonovichequation(9) and
the rateof changein the smooth projection filterequa-
tion (10), i.e.

d

z: := R:– Z:+
E

R; u: .

k=l

Of course, if we return to the original situation, e.g.
letting the regularized approximation {ut , t > O} con-
verge to the observation{Yt , t ~ O}, there is no limit
to the smooth residualoperatorR:, unless~~ = Ofor
all t ~ 0} and all k = 1, . . . . d. In this c~e only, we
definethe total residualoperator R; as above.

From now on, and throughout the paper, we as-
sume for simplicitythat ht(x) = h(x) does not depend
explicitly on time. This is necessaryin order to de-
fine the simplifyingtime invariant exponentialfamily
S. below.

We can now state the followingtheorem:

Theorem 5.1 Lets := rank{hl,. . . . hd,~lh12}. There
exist s linearly independentfunctions {cl, . . . . c.} de-
fined on R“, such thatfor allx c R“

i=l i=l

fork =l,... , d. Remainingfunctions {c,+l, . . . . cm}
are chosen such that

Se := {p(., 8) , 0 ~ ~} , p(z, 0) := exp[OTc(z)–~(0)] ,

where @ ~ R~ is open, is an exponential family of

probability densities.
Assume that, in additionto (A), (B) and (C), the

coeflcients ft andat of the system (l), and the coefl-
cients c of the exponentialfamily S, are such that :

~P(,e){l@t,612} < ~ ,
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holdsfor allOc Q, and allt ~ O, where the expression
of at,g is given in (4}.

Then, for the projection filter associated with the
exponentialfamily S., the correction residualnorms r:
are identicallyzero for ant ~ O, andallk = O,1, . . . . d,
and the stochastic deferential equationfor the parame-
ters reducesto :

dot = [9(~t)l-1 EP(,8,){~t c} dt

(12)
–A~dt+~A;dY*k ,

k=l

where for all k = 0,1, ... ,d the m–dimensional vector
A: is definedby

J:=[J; . .. J. O] T.O]T

Underthe assumptionson the coefficients, this equa-
tion has a unique solution, up to the as. positive exit
time 7 := inf{t >0 : d~@ ~}.

PROOF : All the ~sumptions of Theorem 4.1 are
satisfied, and therefore the solution of the stochastic
differentialequationfor the projection filter with man-
ifold S~12exists and is unique up to the as. positive
exit time T.

Next, we prove that the correction residualnorms
vanish. Indeed,it followsfrom (11) that

~;(dm)=~[1~12- Ep(.,0,){lh12}] ~~

= ~ ~A~ [Ci- EPI.,8,J{Ci}] m 1
i=l

and similarly

Qf(~~) = ; [hk– Ep(.,e,){h~}] <~

l/2fork=o,l,...?d.hence Q:( ~~) E Lmse
Therefore,theprojection doesnot modify thesevectors

1/2
since they already lie in the tangent space of S, .

Finally, the equation for the parameters is obtained
via straightforward calculations, see [2]. ❑

What the above theorem shows is that the pro-
jection residualsare greatly simplifiedif we make use
of the functions {hl, -.., hd,~lh12}in the definitionof
the exponential manifold, i.e. if we choose the func-
tions {cl, . . . . cm} in such a way that the functions
{~1,... ,h~, ~lh12}belong to span{cl, . . .,cm}. Indeed,

R~(~) = O for all t > 0, and all k = 0,1,..., k,
whereas

- } [C - n(~t)]T[g(~t)]-’Ep(.,e,){L*c}.
The diffusion coefficient in the stoch-tic differen-

tial equation (12) for the parameters Ot is constant.
This implies that (12) can be seen as either an It6 or a
Stratonovich stochastic differential equation, so that it
satisfies the formal rules of calculus. Moreover, for the
numerical solution of such an equation, the simpler Eu-
ler scheme coincides with the Milshtein scheme, which
is a strongly convergent scheme of order 1, see Kloeden
and Platen [7].

Notice also that we have still some freedom left, and
we may wonder whether one can use this to select m
and the remaining functions {c~+l, . . . . cm} in order to
reduce the total residual norm r; = r:. However, a
great prudence is needed, because the filter may be-
come complicated and numerical problems may arise.
In general, a tradmff is necessary in order to obt ain an
accurate, but still not too involved, exponential family
and the associated projection filter.

6 THE CASE OF DISCRETE–TIME
OBSERVATIONS

In this section we present the effect of choosing the
exponential family SO, in the cme of a nonlinear filter-
ing problem with discret~time observations. In this
model, the state process is ss in equation (1), i.e.

dXt = ft (Xt) dt + a~(X~)dW~,

but only discret~time observationsare available

~n= h(Xt. ) + vn ,

attimes O=tO<. ..<tn <. ... where {vn , n ~
O} is a Gaussianwhite noise sequenceindependentof
{Xt , t > o}.

The nonlinearfilteringproblem consists in finding
the conditionaldensitypn (z) of the state Xt. giventhe
observationsup to time tn,i.e. such that P[Xtn E dx 1
2n] = pn(z)dz, where ‘2n := U(zol. . . ,Zn). We de-
fine also the prediction conditionaldensitypi(x) dx =
P[X*~ c dx I 2n_ 1]. The sequence {p. , n ~ O} satis-
fies a recurrent equation, and the transition from pn_l

to pn is decomposed in two steps, as explainedin [5],
[10]:

❑ Prediction step. Between time t._1 and tn, we
solve the Fokker-Planckequation

The solutionat finaltimetndefines the prediction con-
ditional density p; = p~n.
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❑ Correction step. At time t“, the observation Zn
is combined with the prediction conditional density pi
via the Bayes rule

Pn(z) = c“ ~n(~) P;(z) , (13)

where Cnis a normalizing constant, and Vn (z) denotes
the likelihood function for the estimation of X*= based
on the observation Zn only, i.e.

V.(z) := exp { - +12” - h(2)12 } . (14)

If we use the exponential family Se defined above,
then we obtain the projection filter density p(., On), and
the transition from On-1 to On is also decomposed in
two steps :

❑ Prediction step. Between time tn_ ~ and t., we
solve the ODE

9(6?) ~? = ~p(.,e:){~t c} , 6?”-, = en-l .

The solution at final time t.definesthe predictionpa-
rametersd; = 8?m.

0 Correction step. Substitutingthe approximation
P(., 6;) into formula (13), we observe that the result-
ing density does not leave the exponentialfamily Se.
Indeed,it followsfrom (11) and (14) that

d

Vn(z) = exp { – ~ [h(z)/2+~h~(z)z: – + lzn[2 }
k=l

1=1 r=l k=l

and the parametersare updated according to the for-
mula

d

en = 0; –A; +~A:z:,

k=l

which is exact.

7 CONCLUSION

In thispaper, wehaveintroduceda new andsystematic
wayof designingapproximatefinit+dimensionalfilters,

One major issueleft is the choiceof the exponential
family S. A first answerha been given in Section 5,
but this does not completely solve the problem : with
the choice of the family SOthere is still some freedom
left in the choice of the dimensionm and in the choice
of the remainingfunctions {C*+l, . . . . cm}, which could
be used to reducethe total residualnorm r; = r;.

This freedom could also be usedto designan adap-
tive schemefor the choice of the exponential family S.

It would also be useful to obtain for all t ~ O an
estimate of the distance between the optimal filter den-
sity pt and the projection filter density p:, in terms of
the total residual norm history {r: , 0 ~ s ~ t}.

Finally, we would like to define projection filters
for discretetime systems,and relatethis problem with
the work of Kulhavj [8], [9]. Another motivation for

this study will be to obtain efficient numerical schemes
for the solution of the stochastic differential equation
satisfied by the projection filter parameters, i.e. equa-
tion (6) for a general family S, or equation (12) for the
family SO.

Each of these problems requires further investiga-
tion, and we hope to address all of them in a subsequent
work.
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